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Abstract: A dominating set )(GVS   is said to be a complementary tree dominating set if the induced sub 

graph SV    is a tree. The minimum cardinality of a complementary tree dominating set of G  is called the 

complementary tree domination number of G  and is denoted by ).(Gctd
 
In this paper we have introduced the 

new type of domination named complementary tree paired domination number for connected graphs and we 

study the theoretical properties of this  parameter and many bounds are obtained in terms of order of G and its 

relationship with other domination parameters are also obtained. The relation between the complementary tree 

paired domination number and total domination number of a tree is also discussed.  
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I. Introduction 

Let ),( qpG be a simple undirected graph with p  vertices and q  edges. The set of vertices is 

denoted by )(GV  ; the set of edges by )(GE . Order of G  is denoted as G  as a symbol for the cardinality of 

)(GV .The degree, Neighborhood and closed neighborhood of a vertex v  in the graph G  are denoted by 

)(vd ,    vvNvNandvN  )()( respectively. For a subset S of )(GV , )(SN  denotes  the set of all 

vertices adjacent to some vertex of S in G and   SSNSN  )( . Let S  and SG   denote the sub 

graphs of G  induced by S  and SGV )(  respectively. The minimum degree and maximum degree of the 

graph G  are denoted by )()( GandG   respectively. A vertex of degree one is called a leaf and its 

neighbor is a support vertex. A double star is a tree with exactly two support vertices. The corona of a graph 

G is the graph formed from a copy of G  by attaching for each Vv , a new vertex 'v  and edge 'vv . In 

general, the K -corona of a graph G  is the graph of order )(GVk  obtained from  G  by adding a path of 

length  k  to each vertex of  G  so that the resulting paths are vertex disjoint. A set  VS    is a dominating set 

if for every vertex v  in SV  , there exists a vertex u  in  S  such that v  is adjacent to u . The minimum 

cardinality of a dominating set in G   is called the domination number of G  and is denoted by )(G .We call a 

dominating set of minimum cardinality a )(G -set of  .G  A set VS  is a total dominating set of abbreviated 

TDS, if every vertex in V  is adjacent to a vertex  in S . We call a total dominating set of minimum cardinality 

a )(Gt -set of  .G  A set VS  is a paired dominating set if the induced sub graph S has a perfect 

matching. The minimum cardinality of a paired dominating set in G   is called the paired domination number of 

G  and is denoted by )(Gpr . We call a paired dominating set of minimum cardinality a )(Gpr -set of 

.G This concept was introduced by Haynes et al. [11].  A dominating set D  of a connected graph G  is a non 

split dominating set, if the induced sub graph DGV )(  is connected. The minimum cardinality of a non 

split dominating set of a graph G  is called the non split domination number and is denoted by the )(Gns . A 

dominating set D  of a connected graph G  is a split dominating set, if the induced sub graph DGV )(  is 

disconnected. The minimum cardinality of a split dominating set of a graph G  is called the split domination 

number is denoted by the )(Gs . Both these concepts were introduced by Kulli et al.[4] . A dominating set 

)(GVS   is said to be a complementary tree dominating set if the induced sub graph SV   is a tree. The 

minimum cardinality of a complementary tree dominating set of G  is called the complementary tree 
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domination number of G  and is denoted by )(Gctd .The complementary tree dominating set was introduced 

by S.Muthammai et al .[7] . 

If ),(),( 222111 qpGandqpG  are two connected graphs, 21
ˆGoG   is obtained  by merging any 

selected vertex of 2G  on any selected vertex of .1G If we arbitrarily choose the vertices of 1G  and 2G
 
then 

 

21
ˆGoG  is a class of graphs consisting of 121  pp

 
vertices and 21 qq   edges. In general, we construct 

21 pp  possible combination of graphs from  1G  and .2G This concept was introduced by  Jayapal Baskar 

Babujee et al .[3]. The concept of complement of a graph was defined by Bondy et al. [1]. Many of the authors 

introduced the concept related with complements. In particular, complementary perfect dominating set   was 

introduced by Paulraj Joseph.et al.[9].The concept Complementary nil domination number of a graph was 

introduced by T.Tamizhchelvam et al.[10]. Likewise, In this paper we have introduced the new parameter 

named complementary tree paired domination number  and it is denoted by ).(Gctpd We obtain the upper 

bounds and lower bounds of complementary tree paired domination number in terms of
 
maximum degree ,size 

and order of the graph .G  

 

II. Complementary Tree Paired Domination Number And Its Lower And Upper Bounds 

Definition 2.1: A paired dominating set )(GVS   is said to be a complementary tree paired dominating set if 

the induced sub graph SV   is a tree. The minimum cardinality of a complementary tree paired dominating 

set (CTPD set) of G  is called the complementary tree paired domination number of G  and is denoted 

by )(Gctpd and the corresponding set is .Gofsetctpd  The existence of such a set is guaranteed only for 

connected graphs. 

Example:  Let G  be a graph mentioned in figure (i) 

 

Fig(i)
 

2)()()(  GGG prctpd   Some observations are made.  

   

Observation 2.2: 

1. For the path graph nP  ,
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nifn
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2. For the cycle graph nC  ,   
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For the complete graph nK , 
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3. For any connected graph G , )()( GG ctpd   

4. For any connected graph G , 
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nifn
Gctpd  

   The inequality holds good for nC  and nK  . 
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Observation 2.3[6]: A paired dominating set(PDS) S of a graph G  is a minimal PDS if and only if any two 

vertices Syx ,   satisfy one of the following conditions: 

(i) }],{[ yxSG  does not contain a perfect matching 

(ii) Without loss of generality, x   is an end vertex in ][ SG adjacent to .y  

(iii) There exists a vertex },{)( yxSuNthatsuchSVu    

Observation 2.4: A CTPD set S  of a graph G  is a minimal CTPD set if and only if any two vertices Syx ,   

satisfy one of the following conditions: 

(i) }],{[ yxSG  does not contain a perfect matching 

(ii) There exists a vertex },{)( yxSuNthatsuchSVu    

Proof: Suppose S  is a minimal complementary tree paired dominating set of .G  Then for any two vertices 

yandx ,  yxS ,  is not a complementary tree paired dominating set of .G  Therefore }],{[ yxSG  does 

not contain a perfect matching. Let SVu   is not dominated by  ,, yxS    but it is dominated by S  then 

u  is adjacent to either yorx or both.  

Conversely, suppose S  is a minimal complementary tree paired dominating set of .G  Then for any 

two vertices ,, Syx  one of the two stated conditions holds. Now prove that S  is a minimal complementary 

tree paired dominating set of .G  Suppose S  is not a minimal complementary tree paired dominating set,then 

there exists two vertices say Syx ,  such that  yxS ,  is a complementary tree paired dominating set. 

Therefore condition (i) does not hold. If  yxS ,  is a complementary tree paired dominating set then every 

vertex in SV  is adjacent to at least one vertex in  ., yxS  Therefore for any two vertices ,, Syx   

condition (ii) does not hold. Hence neither condition (i) nor (ii) holds, which is a contradiction. 

Next let us see some lower bounds of CTPD number. 

                 

Theorem 2.5:   For any connected graph, )()()( GGG ctpdpr    

Proof:  Let G  be any connected graph. Any complementary tree paired dominating set of G  is also a paired 

dominating set of G .Thus ).()( GG ctpdpr    Furthermore, any paired dominating set of G  is also a 

dominating set of .G Hence ).()( GG pr  Therefore we conclude that )()()( GGG ctpdpr   . 

H.B.Walikar et al.[12] already proved that  

For any graph G , )(
1)(

G
G

p











 

Theorem 2.6: For any connected graph ),( qpG  with 2p  , 1- 2)(
1











pqG
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ctpd  
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  and By theorem 2.5, we have )()( GG ctpd   
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  Since DV    is a tree,   1)( pGctpd    

                               Hence  )1()1(21)(  pppGctpd  

                                              12)(  pqGctpd …………………….(ii) 

 From (i) and (ii) we have  1- 2)(
1











pqG

p
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Theorem 2.7:   If ),( qpG is a connected graph with 2)( G  then  223)(  qpGctpd  

Proof:  Let D  be a  ctpd set of G . Let t  be the number of edges in G  having one  
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vertex in D  and other vertex in DV  . 

The number of vertices in DV   is DV   = )(Gp ctpd  and the number of edges in DV   is  

1))((  Gp ctpd   , We know that  

tvdvdq
DVv

i

Dv

i

ii

 


)()(2  

Since  ]1))([(2)( 


Gpvd ctpd

DVv
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Since DGV )( )(Gp ctpd there are at least )(Gp ctpd edges from DGV )(  to D  

Also deg )()( Gvi   

Hence,     )()()()1)((2 GpGGGpq ctpdctpdctpd    

Since  2)( G  , we have  

                )()(21)2 GpGGpq ctpdctpdctpd    

               )()(22)(222 GpGGpq ctpdctpdctpd    

Hence    223)(  qpGctpd
 

 

Theorem 2.8: If 2)(,),( GqpG   is a connected graph, then there exists a graph ,'G 2)'( G  from 

the class  nCoG


 such that  
 

)2(mod,423)'( nkwhereknqpGctpd   

Proof: Let ),( qpG  be a connected graph with 2)( G and nC   be a cycle graph 
 

Form the graph nCG0


and let nCGG 0'


   

1)0̂(  npCGV n  and nqCGE n )0̂(   

By theorem 2.7,  223)(  qpGctpd  and  evenisnifnCnctpd 2)(   

Hence   )2()223()0(  nqpCG nctpd




 

Therefore  423)'(  nqpGctpd  

Also    oddisnifnCnctpd 1-)(   

Therefore   )1()223()0(  nqpCG nctpd




 

323  nqp
       

Hence
   

)2(mod,423)'( nkwhereknqpGctpd 
                                      

 

Theorem 2.9: If ),( 111 qpG 2)(; 1 G  and ),( 222 qpG 2)(; 2 G  are connected graphs, then there 

exists a graph G from the class 21 GoG


   such that 42)(  qpGctpd
   

 

Proof: Let  21 0GGG


  

Let ),( 111 qpG be a connected graph and ),( 222 qpG  be a connected graph. 

Form the graph  21 0GG


 with p  vertices and q  edges, where 121  ppp  and 21 qqq   

Let D  be a  ctpd set of .G  Let t  be the number of edges in G  having one  

vertex in D  and other vertex in DV  . 
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The number of vertices in DV   is DV   = )(Gp ctpd  and the number of edges in DV   is   

1))((  Gp ctpd   then we have,
 
 

  1)(2)deg( 


Gpqtv ctpd

Dv

i

i

  

Since 21 0GGG


  and G  have 121  pp
 
vertices, there are at least  ))(1(2 Gp ctpd    edges from 

DGV )(   to D Also deg )()( Gvi   

Hence,    ))(1(2()()()1)((2 GpGGGpq ctpdctpdctpd    

       Since  2)( G  , we have  

                )(222)(21)2 GpGGpq ctpdctpdctpd    

               222)(222  pGpq ctpd  

                             42)(  qpGctpd   

 

III. Complementary Tree Paired  Domination Number And  

Total Domination Number of a  Tree 
The following upper bounds are known to us 

 Cockayne et al.[2] proved that, For any connected graph G  of order 3n ,  
3/2)( nGt 

 
 Haynes et al.[11] proved that, For any graph G  without isolated vertices, )(2)( GGpr    

 Before to prove our main result, first to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1:  If v is a support vertex of a connected graph G , then v  is in every ctpd set and in every 

t set. 

Proof: Let v  be a support vertex of a connected graph .G  Suppose v  is not a member of the complementary 

tree paired dominating set then the pendent vertex adjacent to v  is not dominated by any other vertex of .G  So 

v  must be present in every Gofsetctpd  and is also in every .Gofsett 
 

 

Observation 3.2:[5] For any connected graph G  with diameter at least three, there exists a )(Gt -set that 

contains no leaves of G For a vertex u in a rooted tree T , we denote by uT   the sub tree of T induced by its 

descendents, s  denote support vertices and l denote leaves .We now present the upper bounds.
   

 

 

Theorem 3.3:  If T  is a non path tree of order at least five with equal number of support vertices and leaves 

then 1)()()(  sTTT tctpdt   . 

Proof: By the definition of CTPD- set the lower bound follows. To prove the upper bound, we proceed this 

theorem by induction on T  which is of order at least five with s  support vertices and l  leaves.  

            It is obvious that the inequality holds for .5p  Let diam (T)   5.  Assume that for any tree 'T  of 

order  pp  ,6  having 
's support vertices, 

.1')'()'(  sTT tctpd   Let T  be a tree of order p  with s  support vertices, and let DandS  be a 

)(Tctpd  set and a )(Tt  set respectively.                                                       

Root the tree at a vertex r  of maximum eccentricity  .5)( Tdiam  Let u  be a support vertex at 

maximum distance from r  and v  be a parent of u  in the rooted tree. So deg( u ) = 2. Let  w  be the parent of v  

and x  be the parent of .w  By our choice of u , every child of v is either a leaf or a support vertex of degree 

two. Now three cases arises. 

Case (i): Let v  has a child besides u say y  that is a support vertex. By theorem 3.1, u and y   are in S .Now 

either  (i) u may be paired with its leaf 'u  and y  may be paired with its leaf 'y  or (ii) at most one of u  or y   

is paired with .v   In particular let u  be  paired with its leaf 'u  and y  may be paired with its leaf '.y  Let 
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.'

uTTT    Since Sy , 'TS   is a complementary tree paired dominating set of ,'T and so 

2)()'(  TT ctpdctpd  . On the other hand, every )'(Tctpd  -set can be extended to a complementary tree 

paired dominating set of T   by adding u and 'u . Thus .2)'()(  TT ctpdctpd  By observations 3.2 , there 

exists a )'(Tt  set  'D containing .yandv   Hence  u 'D     is a TDS of T
 
and 1)'()(  TT tt  . Since 

every )(Tt  set contains v , y  and u , it follows that  )'(TVD  is a TDS of 'T , and so 

1)()'(  TT tt  . Thus 1)()'(  TT tt   and 1'  ss . By induction hypothesis to 'T , We have  

1')'()'(  sTT tctpd  .Therefore 1)1(1)(2)(  sTT tctpd  and hence 

 1)()(  sTT tctpd  .We proceed the same procedure for (ii). 

Case (ii): Let v  is a support vertex and has no child besides u of degree two. Let  .' vTTT   Assume that 

'T  has order at least three. Then 2)'()(  TT ctpdtctpd   and 1'2  sss . By theorem 3.1, u is in 

D . If      DuvN )(  , then  uD   is a TDS of '.T If      DuvN )(  then 

   uwD  )(  is a TDS of '.T  Thus 1)()'(  TT tt  . By induction hypothesis to ,'T  We have 

 1')'()'(  sTT tctpd  . Therefore 1)1(1)(2)(  sTT tctpd   and hence 

 1)()(  sTT tctpd  . 

Case (iii) : Let v  has  no child besides u , that is , 2)deg( v .Suppose 3)deg( w , and  vTTT ' . Then 

1'  ss .Any )'(Tctpd set can be extended to CTPD set of T  by adding u  and 
'u  and so,

 

2)'()(  TT ctpdtctpd   . Furthermore, by theorem 3.1, we may assume that u  and .Dv  If  

    DvwN )( , then  vuD ,  is a TDS of '.T If      DvwN )(  then 

   vuxD ,)(   is a TDS of '.T Thus 1)()'(  TT tt  . By induction hypothesis to ,'T We obtain the 

desired inequality. 

This theorem shows the relationship between total domination number and complementary tree paired 

domination number of a tree. Also it shows that the upper and lower bound exists for complementary tree paired 

domination number of a tree in terms of total domination number and support vertices of T . 

 

IV. Conclusion 
This paper signifies the relationship between total domination number and complementary tree paired 

domination number of a tree. Also it shows the upper and lower bound exists for complementary tree paired 

domination number of a tree in terms of total domination number and support vertices of .T  In future we have 

planned to work for vertex critical and edge critical of the determined parameter and also we find the relation 

between them. 
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